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VOTE RECOUNT HEARING IS UNDERWAY
,LSeen
Calloway Fifth In
To Stop Gun

& Heard

Toteri Is Question

Salvation Aeilijr
Drive Now On

Bob Miller
Lion Speaker

FRANKFORT UPI — Shades
Between fifty and one hundred
ofsAVyaitt Eanp:
workers have material in MurVaniceburg Police Chief Earl
ray and Calloway County and
Bilhnan is having trouble with
The long awaited hearing got after midnight to guard the boxes
are now raising funds for the
gun toters and wants a city
underway ;pis- morning in the he said,
Robert 0. Miller, County AtSalivation Army appeal.
Judge Osborne expressed impetition for recount dt the Demo°refinance similar to Earl's well- torney. wee the :guest speaker at
The public is again urged to
ballots by defeat- patience as the questioning of
Primary
cratic
known decree — "No gun toting the meeting of the Lions Club
for
work
:upport this good
ed candidate Noble J. Gregory. witnesses proceeded. He said that
in the city."
held lest night at the Wornans
communey service, Army repreReading in the Ford Farming
lost his race for election the ballots should be considered
Gregory
The
W.
C.
Dugan,
editor
of
House.
Club
certification
of
the
sentation
Dourity
le
hvestockClePrway
sentative, Ernie Toe/loosen stated.
news yesterday and a tip was
States Congeess all right, unless some specific
United
the
to
Safeon
the
County
Herald,
wrote
the
Miller
spoke
Lewis
Mr.
of
Agmen will celebrate the comple- certificate. Conaniseioner
Anything that any individual is
given for getting rid of chiggers.
Frank Albert knowledge of tampering could be
to
votes
432
by
recently
office
for
which
has
atterney
general's
Council
tion of the Brucellosis Certifica- riculture Ben Butler will pre- able to do will be greatly apgut adhesive tape on the bite, &Unman asking about the legal- ty
produced.
druggist.
local
Stubblefield,
pointed
He
been organized -here.
tion Program on June 19 at sent the certificate and will be preciated, he continued. Oppor%int a few seconds, then rip
Gordon Crouch and W. C. Butout that the council is con- I the Murray State College Foot- thtt featured speaker of the tunities are still available to
A long line of witneses was terworth, the other two election
off the tape. The chigger comes ity of such an ordinance.
Dugan said, "Certain elements cerned
phases of ball Stadium.
four
with
event. Others from Frankfort take part in this work for' the called after Judge Osborne over- commissioners for Calloway
off with the tape. You make
The celebration will include to appear on the program are betterment and care of Cal- ruled a motion for dismissal of County testified that they saw
jump when you jerk off the here are carrying revolvers, not safety, those being: Home, Farm,
LndustriaL 'The a Barbecue Supper, and the pre- Dr. Robert -He -Singer, State Vet- kiway peoPle, -he talet.
led but strapped on them- Tradleic and
-the rest_ which was preeinited by no eVaence Of- tampering and
tapes, but it does-the-trick.
selves like cowboys or state Liens may be called on as a — erinarian, and I. John B. Healy,
Contributions may be Mailed Attorney Wells Overbey.
that everything seemed in order
group to help with some phase
Much testimony was taken in Calloway County.
A suggestion is also given for patrolmen.
Federal Veterinarian in charge to Allen Rose, Bank c,:f Murray
it
is
program
as
ef
the
fety
"They
seem
to
think
that
as
conmosquito bite relief. Dissolve twp
of Kentucky. In addition sever- or to the Calloway S. A. Treas- during the session which
Calloway Jailer Clyde. Steele
aspirins in one fourth cup of long as the weapons are not developed, Mr Miller said, howal local men will be on the urer,
Doran, Peoples -tinued from 9:00 until noon, then told the court that he found
Glenn
took up again at 1:00 p.m.
rubbing alcohol and apply to concealed, they are within the ever each member is urged to
program.
the room where the Calloway
Bank.
law and nothing can be done cheek the conditions around his I
bites.
Attorneys for Gregory were boxes were stored, open on Wedtesting
was
The Brucellosis
home and to correct unsafe conabout it."
Tipton Reed, Tyler Borne, Albert nesday, the day after the election.
officially completed on April 14.
Kentucky has a law against ditions that he may find."
Ray, Clyde Flynn and Sam Boyd Only one of five windows in the
eeter song on the air today
reactors
percentage
of
The
Neeley.
weapon
George Ligon, James Thurthird floor room of the court
is The One Eyed, One Horned, carrying a concealed
found in Callcway County herds
but the Bill of Rights of the mond, Marshall Bradley, Joe
house was locked, he said.
Flying, Purple People Eater."
Representing Stubblefield were
was unusually lew. The record
state Constitution guarantees cit- Cowin and Jan Irby were inHe told the court that the
•
—
shows that out of 13.078 cattle
Jimmy Klapp, son of Mr, and Wells Overbey, H. H. Lovett, Sr., doorleading to the third floor
According to the song it eats izens "the right to bear arms troduced as new Lions and pretested only 89 reactors were Mrs. Norman Klapp left' Sun- H. H. Lovett, Jr. and other room is opened normally with
purple people, which should make en defense of themselves and sented with lapel Pins by Presifound in 68 'herds for the low day for Cincinatti, Ohio where lawyers of Murray and Benton.
a screwdriver. The steps then
it comparatively harmless in the state subject to the power dent Yandali Weather,'
Two Hazel youths were acci- percentage of .68 per cent.
James Blalock, local Circuit lead sto the old jail and the
these parts.
he has accepted a poation in
of the General Assembly to enJune 24th will be ladies night
dentally stiot last night about
Court Clerk told the court that "junk room" where the ballot
the Cincinatti Regional Offices
act laws to prevent persons frown and the club will meet at South
midnight by Hazel policeman
Calloway has the distinction
he did not have the Logan boxes were stored following the
C. 0. Bondurant handed us a carrying concealed weapons."
Methodist
of the United States -General
Pleasant
Grove
County ballots and that a lady vote counting.
W. C. Hicks as he was attemp- -of being the fifth county 'of the
program of the vesper service
Accounting Department.
Asa'. Atty. Gen. William F. Chu-rch where officers for the
in the Circuit Clerk's office in
ting to mark the car they were 120 countries in the state to be
Marks were on the door facing
*leech' was in charge of the SyMpoon said he would need comorg year will be installed.
Jimmy will -be there untll
Russellville, told him they were where the boxes were stored,
riding an.
declared certified free of BruKentucky delegation at the Reg- more information on the situaJune 10th, then will go to
she
would
released
because
not
the
satisfactory
condition
in
In
eel:tars.
ional Resource Development Con- tion before he could render a
Wasshington, D. C., for three need a 863.00 delivery charge he said, however he did not know
Murray hospital wi't'h face inwhen they were made.
ference at Fontana Dam recently. proper deciseon. He wants a
after and a $20.00 charge for guards.
special
training
weeks
In
order
to
learn
first
hand
juries is Calvin Johnson 15 of
Randall Patterson. Calloway
which will return to his position
copy of the proposed anti-gun
certification
will
mean
what
this
order
Judge
Osborne
issued
an
Hazel. Held in detention are
Clerk drew the ire of Gregory's
Two local 4-H members Ros- sl.nsing
in Cincinatti.
ordinance
mailed
to
Livestockinten,
be
sure
County
to
Cohen
Stubblefield
and
to
Sheriff
Dan Jones 26. Joe Rae:berry 15
Reed, when he
eanne Farris and Jerry Brawner hirn
Mrs. Klapp mid little son will to Sheriff George Little of Mar- attorney. Tipton
and Henry Blakely 19. Jones and attend fhe "Victory Celebrawas asked why he had not •
were on the program.
leave this week end for-. their shall County to leave immediatetion".
It
is
due
to
get
underwas treated in the Murray Hosplaced a guard on the ballot
Three vehicles were involved igittal for head wounds and re- way with the Barbecue Supper new home. She wilt be a0C0fIll- ly attar they bad ..lesttfied, to boxes. Patterson replied that "we
Tee Inside page had two verses INT
Norman
Klapp
Mrs.
by
pan
it'd
Russellville
and
'to
proceed
to
in an accident on Noorth
af 7700 P M and the Program
have never been accused of
of Rock of Ages printed an It
kased.
who will spend a few days.
procure the ballot boxes and to stealing on election before." so
street in front of the Murray
o
n verse
have
According to Hicks the four- well be at 8:00 P. M.
Yorkreside
at
1788
They
will
County,
to
Calloway
return them
Machine and Tool Company this
in
saw no necessity of deviating
•
some had been driving through
Everyone is invited to either town Road, Apt 2, Cincinatti,
Cohen Stubblefield, the first from normal procedure. Reed also
morning about 10:00.
Read these two verses and think
town for a great part of the or both parts of the program,
Ohio.
witness, testified that Calloway became incenesd when he apMrs Glenn Rudolph, who was
on the meaning. It is a powerful Chorus
night disturbing the peace but eo come early to the barbecue
ballot boxes had three locks parently misunderstood Patterson,
driving a 1950 Oldsmobile was
song.
he
could
not
catch
them
in
the
supper, then see Commissioner
with each commissioner having when Patterson was relating his
going north on 4th when she
driving
around
act.
Hacks
was
Butlei present the certificate.
a key to one of the locks. He Presence in his office when John
struck the 1948 Chevrolet truck
Rock of Agee, cleft for me,
told the court that he locked Pasco filed his suit for a recount
driven by R. M. Miller who was in his car ,sieserving their ac- Tickets to the barbecue can be
Let me hide myself in Thee;
goteens
when
he
noticed
sheen
the boxes that he handled and of the votes. Reed jumped to
obtained from the County Exbacking out of t he Murray
Let the water and the blood,
ing
to
his
house.
It
was
later
the last time he saw the boxes his feet and told Patterson that
tension McKeel
ImThe Music Department Chorus Machine and Tool Company
From Thy wounded side which
was when they were turned over he filed for Noble Gregory and
The im pact carried Miller's revealed, police said, that they plement Company, Ryan Milk
of the Murray Wornans Club
flowed,
to the County Court Clerk. He not for Pasco
presented a portion of the pro- truck into a parked car, a 1957 had stolen some chickens from C ompany, and their milk haulBe of sin the double cure,
a Marshall Produce truck pal-ksaid that he had turned his
James Blalock testified that he
ipsave from wrath and make ma" gram Tuesday night at the State Oldsmobile owned by Ray Moned on the street and thrown
C
keleyrkoter to the Circuit Court had put the Calloway ballot
Wernans Club Convention
in day.
w pure.
them
into
officer
Hicks'
yard.
damcar
received
TheltUdifelsh
Lexington_ On their return trip
boxes in the vault of his office
When Hicks arrived at his
While I draw this fleeting breath, Wedneeday the group will be age to the right front fender
Sheriff Little of Marshall test- on the direction of J ud ge
at
$300.
house
the
boys
were
gone
but
_
estimated
which
was
When my eyes shall close in entertained with a coffee at the
ified that he saw tine or two Osborne. One lock of the three
death,
home of Lt. Governor and Mrs. Miller's t ru ck received slight the chickens were still there.
WASHINGTON. D.C., June 11 C
broken boxes.lks (on
H theid Maart hshalele leeks on one box was sprung,
Munday's
Oldsmobile
damage
but*
He went into his house and
he said.
When I rise to worlds unknown, Harry Lee Waterfield in FrankThe Calloway County Chapter (Special) —The General Services
that
of
an
extent
was difriaged to
waited for the boys behind his of the American Red Cross will Administration has awarded a
He testified also that he had
And behold Thee on Thy throne, fort, Ky.
had directed the jailer. H. Ed$150.
screen door, About five min- hold its annual meeting in the contract for $33.644 in improve- wards to deliver the ballots to seen the Marshall County,boxes
Rock of Ages, cleft for me,
Mrs Charles Clark and Mrs.
utes later Iltitf" boys drove by Circuit Court room on Saturday, ments at the Murray, Kentucky, Murray after being ordered to which were brought here from
Let me hide myself in Thee.
J. I Haack Will also represent
Hick's house and locked as if June 14 at 2:00 p.m.
Benton and that a lock on those
post office building. Senators do so by Judge Osborne.
Murray at the State Convention.
they were going ta turn into the
boxes was also apparently sprung
Big white hog passing the office
Judge Waylon Rayburn, chap- Thurston B. Morton and John
The Chorus is composed out
He said as far as he knew open.
driveway
he
maid.
However, ter chairman, will preside at Sherman Cooper announced toOn a pickup. He was so large Mrs. Vernon Shawn, Mrs. Robthe boxes had not been tampered
when Hicks started out the door the meeting, which is called day.*
The Marshall boxes were movthat he was reared up on his ert Bear, Mrs. Harold Glenn
Mr and Mrs. Oliver C. Mc- he slammed the door which for the purpose of electing new
adinto his vault also, he said.
hind legs and had his front Doran. Mrs. McDougal, Mrs.
The work will be done by the with.
H. Edwards, Marshall County Deputy Clerk Mrs. James Blalock
feet tip on the cab if the truck. Stub Weleen, Mrs. Charles Sim- Lemore, Jr., of 13 Judy Avenue. warned the foursome. Hicks said chapter directors. Any person Moore Engineering Company,
Akron. Ohio announce the arrival
jailer said that he guarded the also testified she saw one lock
ms, Mrs. N. B. Ellis, Mrs. Joe of a baby boy born today, weigh- as they drove off they used who has paid $1.00 to the Red. Kansas City, Missourt, and in- Marshall
votes the night of the 'undone.
We understand there are a numCross is a member of the organi- cludes air-conditioning, lighting
abusive language to him.
Dick.
ing five and one-half. pounds,
Elbert -Inman and Luther Cole
ber of tomato enthusiasts in
zation and each member is invit- and miscellaneous improvements, election beginning at about 1:00
Hicks
then
fired
his
20-inch,
Mrs. C. C Lowry, Mrs. James and has been named Mirk Lester.
a.m. He had been called shortly
(Continued on Back Page)
town. The idea is to set them
ed to attend this meeting and the Kentucky Senators said.
12-guage
shot.
gun
into
the
car
irtudy Albritten, Mrs. Germ,tt
Mrs McLemore is the former to do no more than mark the Is eligible to vote. Judge Rayburn
out early, keep them well tied
contract, lowest of four
The
Jones. Mrs. 11(ens n Pryda tk - Sue Gardner, daughter of Mr.
and suckered, have a lot of
vehicle, he said. However, John- urges you to be present.
spbmitted to GSA, calls for comCMrs. Williaen Ferguson, and Mrs. Jack Gardner of Jeffertomatoes early, and grow them yect4
son had his head out the back
pletion by November 1958, the
Julian
Evans,
Mrs.
William
grandMrs.
the
Ind.,
and
sonville,
tall.
INA RAY MARRIES
window and he caught a great
senators pointed out.
Gunning. Accoinparhst Is Mrs. daughter of Mrs. Finis Outland. deal of the shot in the face.
Both Mr. and Mrs. McLemore
Quite a lot of competition among Hfchard Farrell and the Director
LAS VEGAS (UPI) — BandJohnson was carried to Dr.
attended Murray State College.
Is Mrs. Howard 011ie.
FOOD DISTRIBUTED
growers, we hear.
E. W. Miller by his companions leader Ina Ray Hutton, 39, and

Cattle Test Here

ri Around Murray

rier

l

I

its

Judge Sends Two Sheriffs
After Logan County Ballots

t

wo Injured
Hazel
Disturbance

Jimmy Klapp Has
New Position

Three Cars Are
Damaged In Wreck
Early Today

oman s Club
Sings
At Convention

tverad
re sunitg
,e

Red Cross Meeting
Set For June 14

Improvements
Set For Local
Post Office.

Son Born To
Dliver McLemore's

eeze•

Seek Hit-Run Boater Who
Slashed Lake Swimmer

ITS

and sent from there to the beauty stylist Michael Anter, 34,
were married here Saturday. It
Murray Hospital.
Hicks stated that about 15 was the blonde bandleader's third
minutes after the shooting the marriage and the second for
car made another trip past his Anter, who operates the beauty
salon at the Dunes Hotel.
hoese but did not stop.

Food 'Orenrrrodities
Surplus
will be distributed Friday. June
13th back of Tabers. Upholstery
Shop on orth 3rd street from
8:00 o'clock am. to 4:30 pm.

The U. S. Coast Guard at and run" boat operator who Darby is a licensed practical
Paris Landing was seking in- stnick a rovirrirner Sunday after- nurse.
formation today about a "hit noon .at the state park.
Doctors said the right leg sufSgt. Charles R. Hardin. 23- fered a cut about eight inches
year-ski member of the 502nd long, and another shorter cut,
the
bottom
from
Infantry at Fort Campbell, Ky., apparently
received two slashes on his leg, plate'ofthe boat's outboard moapparently inflicted by the out- tor.
beane Motor of the small redHardin was returned to Fort
and-white craft.
Campbell Am,,, Hospital,

'rid Dacron,

and Cotton.

95

WEATHER
REPORT
Y

DOWN

N,/and

ants

Live

United Press International
Southwest Kenaucky - Cleitely
occasional
thunderstorms
,with
*today. high in the upper 80s.
Turning cooler with thunderdonrns ending tonight, low in
mid - 50s. Cloudy and cooler
Thursday.
Scene 5:30 am. temperaturesCovington 64, Bowling Green 64,
Lexington 6.5, London 71 and
1-fogionsvelle 65.

STYLES

)8

'A crowd ef picnickers on the
beach apparently witnessed the
accident, but the Coast Guard
said most of them were not
aware of what was happening
and could offer no information
about the boat or its operator.
The accident occurred about
2:30, as Hardin was !swimming
in shallow water near the park
pavilion, about 25 yards off the
end of a gravel road. A ComPFC
Dennis
Dunn,
panion,
quiekly applied a tourniquet and
Mr. and Mrs William Darby of
Paris took the pair to Henry
County General Hosgetal. Mrs.

Clyde Rowland
At Madisonville
Clyde A. Rowland, RFD 1,
Murray has been placed in the
State Tebenculovis Hospital at
Madronville, Ky., according to
Mrs. Rowland, the former Hildia
Suggs of Lynn Grove. He will
be there an undisclosed length
of time.
-For those Who wish to write
to Mr. Rowland his address is
Stale Tuberculosis Hospital,
-Madisonville, Ky., room 316.

.
Carson. Colo.. where farn,
RAVENOUS HORDE IN COLORADO--Grasshoppers cover a fence at KR
insect control experts are
ere fear the infestation will destroy the best crops In a decade. Federal
(UPI Telephoto)
on the scene to see what can be done.

Effort Will Be
Made To Save
Tobacco Market
With an eye toward as rig the
tobacco market, Dark Tobacco
Growers will meet at the Murray City Park on Wednesday
July 9th.
Holmes Ellis, Manager of the
Western Dark
Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, announced
"he meeting today, and said the
theme of the program would be
an all-out effort to improve the
quality of West Kentucky's biggest cash crop.
Mr. Ellis said acreage of dark
tebaccoe ' had
steadily 'grown
smaller since 1930, with the emphasis on greater quantity on
smaller parcels tsf land. The resultant change
in
production
practices has led to much dark
tobacco being thin • and excessively long. This type tobacco is
not in demand -by the processors. The remedy for the problem
will be sought in the day-long
meeting to be held in Murray's
City Park.
An impressive array of authoritative speakers has been

assigned to the program. The
members of Western Dark Fired
Tohaneo
Growers
Association
will hear Boone Hill, president
of the organization; Russell A.
Hunt of the University of Kentucky Agriculture Department;
Mr. Josiah Fort, presidient of
the Dark Leaf Dealers As•SOciation of Clariewille, Tennessee;
Stephen E Wrather and Frank
R. Ellis oaf the. Dopartreeet of
Agriculture,
Washington.
The
day will be highlighted with a
free barbecue luncheon to be
served to all members.
Approximately 1500 people are
expected to be the guests of the
Western Dark Fired
Tobacco
Association; Dark Leaf Dealers
'Assoceaticin; The Murray and
Mayfield
Tobacco
Boards
of
Trade, and Calloway County
Sinks.
The temencious -eliccess of last
years meeting virtually assures
a "full-house" for this meeting.
The program will start at 10 a.
m., Wednesday, July 9th.
•

•
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Rivals Envy Mtittaugh's 'Stopper
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By FRSO DOWN
with eight strikeouts. Ramon last nine gam,es, preserved rookie
United Preis International
Monzant tagged for four runs Gary Bell's first major league
Danny Murtaugh is the enyy in three innings, lost his fifth triumph by shutting out the
age reserve tisa right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
••••,. OW
Orioles in the last three innings.
Cab
of rival National League manag- garnaa. 01.0
ar Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best '
double
ers today because he's got the
Giants Had First Place ' DickBrown's two-run
mterest of our readers.
featured a five-run Cleveland
"stopper who could spell pennant
It was the Giants' third straight
inning that clinched the
for tato or three teams.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE. WITS= CO., 1368
defeat- and their 10th in 14 eighth.
Munroe, Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. MichiHe's Bob Friend, the rugged games but they retained a halfgan Ave. IThicago, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
right-hander who seems to keep game hold on first place because
winning no matter how strung the Milwaukee Braves still are
By., United Press Interisalional
Ilkitered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
or weak the Pittsburgh Pirates. rushing headlong in the wrong
Friend became the league's first direction. The Braves suffered
GB
Pct
L
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, :ter week 20e, per
nine-game winner of the season their fifth straight defeat, longest
- month 85e. la Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; else- San Fran
586
30 23
Tuesday night when he beat the since 1958, when they bowed
where. $550.
'A
563
21
27
Milwaukee
San Francisco Giants, 5-4, with to the Chicago Cubs, 9-8, Tues3
23 22 .511
Cincinnati
an eight-hitter.
day. The Philadelphia Phillies
1958
U.
JUNE
4
31
500
—
27
27
WEDNESDAY
Chicago
Stopper? Yes siree, chorus beat the Los Angeles Dodgers,
24 24 .500 34 Mnrtaugh's rivals. Since May 24, 3-2, in the other game.
St. Louis
25 26 .490 4
Pittsburgh
when the Pirates show a 5-11
In the American League, the
449
Philadelphia 22 27
record, he stands 3-1 and has Cleveland Indians moved into
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Los Angeles 21 29 .420 744 turned in the team's only three fourth place via a 10-2 romp
complete games. Back on April over the Baltimore Orioles and
$120,000
New City Hall and Gas Building
Results
Yesterday's
20 he stopped three-game Pitts- the Chicago White Sox a n d i
'
14
$125,000
Sewer Plant Expansion
burgh losing streak, on April Washington Senators split al
Chicago 9 Milwaukee 6
$110,000
24 he stopped a two-game stum- doubleheader. The White Sox!
New School Buildings
Phila. 3 Los Angeles 2. night
Pittsburgh 5 San. Fran. 4. night ble and on May 18 he halted won the first game. 5-4, but
Planning and Zoning Commission with
the Senators reboupded, 5-2.
Cincinnati at St. Louis, night, a five-game losing string.
Proftssional Consultation
Rookie R. C. Stevens and Bob
The Cubs hammered out five
postponed. rain.
Skinner hit two-run homers and homers, including two by Bobby
'Frank Thomas added a solo Thomson,. to hand eight-game
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Today's Games
round-tripper to account for all winner Warren Spahn his second
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Industrial Expansion
the Pirates' runs. Friend yielded defeat. Ernie Banks hit his 18th
_ --- a two-run homer to Orlando and Cal Neeman and Dale Long
Milwaukee at Chicago
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters
Cincinnati at St. Louis. night
Cepeda in the fourth inning but also homered as the Cubs raised
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, night closed strong and wound up their season record to the .500•
Continued Home Building
mark. Glen Hobble, oigho took
•
over tor-Diek Droll- in the third
Tomarrerves Games
—Airport For Murray
inning, limited the Braves to
Milwaukee at Chicago
City Auditorium
hits to win his fourth decisix
Angeles
Philadelphia at Los
sion.
night
Louis,
Cincinnati at St.
Dediers Streak Broken
The Murray American Legion
Pittsburgh a! San Francisco
Rookie Ray Semproch pitched
---6M111101111.1
—
team registered their second vicwin his sixth
tory of the year last night by a nine-hitter to
the Phillies and snap
defeating the Mayfield team 11-2. game for
BIBLE THOUGHT- FOR TODAY
GB
Pct
L
three-game winning
Gaylon Johnson went the dis- the Dodgers'
696
Phillies .riapped a
32 14
New York
tance for coach Luble Veal's boy streak. The
532
2
/
71
in the fifth inning when ‘1,
Kansas City 25 22
giving up only one hit. The locals 1-1 tie
It was said,... but 1 say unto you.
529 71.4
27 24
two runs on an error
Boston
plated nine runs in the fourth ohey scored
472 1014
Reese. a fielder's
25 28
Cleveland
Matt. 5:21, 22.
inning which more than sew-up by PeeWee
471 1044
24 27
choice, Richie Ashburn's triple
Washington
game.
the
449 111.4
single by Sony' Hemus.
22 27
Baltimore
Christ spoke as one having authority. A
Tommy McClure led the bat- and a
440 12
Newcombe suffered his fifth
22 28
Chicago
billion people now acknowledge that authorting parade for the Murray crew Don
429 1244
21 28
the Dodgers.
Detroit
ity today. He gave us safe directions for
with two singles. Steve Slice straight loss
Hoyt Wilhelm. who has rewalks
three
with
of
out
life.
helped
every step
Yesterday's Games' while Don .leynch. walked twice lieved in six of the Indians'
and collected a single.
Chicago 5 Wash. 4, 1st twilight
Murray will play Jackson
Wash. 5 Chicago 2. 2nd night
night on the high school
Thursday
night
2,
Baltimore
10
Cleveland
SAME
THE
OF
MORE
Kansas City at New York, night, field and will return the game
•
Saturday ngiht at Jackson.
postponed, rain.
ENDS
(1RMER Governor Adlai Stevenson told the gradua- Detroit at Boston, night, postTHURSDAY
rain.
poned
FIGHT
RESULTS
economy
ing class at Michigan State Unirersity the
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

win. Roger Maria had three hits
for the Indians and Minnie Minoso had two, including a homer.
Billy Pierce relieved in the
ninth inning to protect the White
Sox' opening-game victory over
Washington but the Senators ral-

rWater

Con
at surface, 74
normal pool
Remarks: (
Striper jumpi
many small w
Saturday nil
the east end
gas lanterns
flows paying
better ever
lauonplug by
PI the time
and large m
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and shrimp rt
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by the expert
lent. Fast tro
is a fairly net
Suggestion—G
board Fishirs
although Evi
so, "Outboard
directions for
Baited Fish
for rough fisl
under floods
starting.
Kentucky
Bentonville,
4 1.m. bass,.
bender.
Dearborn. I
8 •• bps
Shyster.
St. Louis.
16 crappie. us
John Strube
stripes, tIs to
Terre Haut
field and I
stripes, up to
Evansville.
10—limit. lii
Mula Popper.
vItlew Wash
Jackson, 6 t

lied for four runs in the sixth
inning to divide the double bill.
Hal Grigg5, aided by Dick Hyde,
won the second game for the
Senators. Julio Bacquer's tworun single was the big blow uf •
the Washington victory.

1'

National Leatte
W

Buy Privilege License This Week
AVOID 10% PENALTY
EFFECTIVE JUNE 16

Murray Legorm Team
Wins Over Mayfield

Chas. B. Grogan
Clerk
City of Murray

American League

Popper.

Fort Knox
Purslev. 14
15 stripes, II
Russellville
8 1.m. bass. 3
Charles Bow
Herndon, C.
bass. 1 to 2 !
• Madisonvill
4 bass, 1 to 3
Hatcher, 9 b
11.4 lbs., Bor
bass. IS to 3
Knight and
1.m bass. Bo]
Pee Dee, K

FOR FATHER'S DAY...
Smart guys will not be bashful about
hinting for a gift certificate which will get them
a pair of these handsome Roblee shoes

NOW!

F

of France could collapse—within six months. He recomBy United Press International
Today's Games
SCRANTON, Pa. —Dan Hodge,
mended liberal financial aid by this country to prevent
night
Washington,
a:
C'ocago
1893a, Wichita Kans., knocked
it. and he said the time has come for us to let the bars Cleveland at Baltimore, night
out Norm Jackson, 18344, Youdown and extend our foreign aid program to include Kansas City at New York. 2
ngstown, Ohio II).
Detroit at Boston. day-night
countries behind the Iron Curtain. •
HALIFAX. N S. — Richard
He also said the future peace and welfare of the
(Kid) Howard. 136. Halifax.
Games
Tomorrow's
Union
Soviet
the
world -depends upon our acceptance of
stopped Johnny Juliano, 133,
Chicago at Washington. night
Hartford. Conn. (7).
, as equals in every respect. military, scientific and econo- Cleveland at Baltimore. night
mic. He.. said Russia is ready for a push-button war and Kansas City at New York ,2.
Tommy Rustling (.178), Eddie
day -night
is tar better prepared in many ways than we are.
Wells (.1198). and Dan Pugh.
Detroit at Boston
his
with
10th
July
about
leave
will
Mr. Stevenson
The three Murray State boys
two sons. for an extended visit in Russia. H.says he has
are Jock Holley, Joe Mikes, and
fiave Al Giordano. HoUey isr the
been invited to visit many places where Americans have Does
Peseta leaditng Hitter with a
Entry
Twin
State
and
1918,
of
revolution
never set foot,,since the Russian
.529 mark. Mikes is doing douthat he expect.s. o make a careful study o flife under
•
ble duty for the team with his
Communism.
cool .500 batting average and
The city of Murray does not
As in his umuccissful campaign for the presidency have an entry in the Twin his .052 earn run average as a
Joe is the squad leading
in 1956 he recommends immediate discontinuance of States League....or do they. pitcher
RBI producer with eight but
nuclear fission tests, and at the very time our Justice
If one looked over the stand- his hitting can not over-slhadow
Department is considering dismissal of the Russian Am- ing of the league you would his pitching.
not see a Murray team fisted.
He has a 3-0 record and has
bassador he urges a better understanding and co-one-ra- llowever,
if you exinaned the
given up only one earn run in
tim with the Communists.
team
one
roster of the number
17 Innings. He also has struckThe third secretary, Nicolai I. Kbrnchkin is accused ID the division, which is Cold- out 38 men in those 17 frames.
of trying to buy lassifted military publications from an water. you would find that eight Giordano. who is the team
of she eleven boys are from
American free-lance writer, Ambassador Mikhail ien- Murray and the other three are manager, ;a hitting .381 including six RBIs and nine stolen
shilov says his assistant has denied it, and "he has no from Murray State.
bases.
reason not to believe him."
The standing does not stinv
As a team the Murray outIn view of Russia's practices in her diplomatic rela- fit has won all six games they it but it appears safe to say that
'tions. in the United Nations, and her intemperate attatks have player) but the first game Murray does have an entry in
on capitalism in general and the United States in particua. of the year was awarded to the Twin States League.
by fortfit due to a mix
ler. we, can't understand -how Mr. Stevenson can favor Up
contracts Of some of the
the exercise of more ( onfidence and trust.
players.

And don't be too subtle about it:
just tell your ever-lovin' doll to get a
Roblee Gift Certificate here.

A Family Treat!
TV's
Molly
Bee

1 EN

starring
— in --

1.

Murray

cAsusi_Tira LISTED

j

ALGIERS. Algeria iUPi
—
. in
/ Supreme French Commander'
Algeria Gen. Raoul Salm announced Monday night that 715
Mos,itm rebels had been killed
and.189 taken prisoner by French
troops during the week ending
Sunday. ThecFrench fight against
the Moslem Rationalists has been
contniumg without let-up despite
the French crisis and Gaullist
upheaval which started here May
13. ,

REDS TO saw) FOOD
LC)ND)N' (UPI) — Russia's
Red Cross and Red Crescent
societies soon will send a skipload
of food and supplies to Algerian
refugees in Tunisia. Moscow Radio reported. The goods will be
distributed by the Tunisian Red
Crescent society after arriving In
Tunic aboard the Soviet brighter
Odessa. the broadcast heard here
said.
_

A ptarmigan dives cflrectly
Birds prefer to face- into
fraten Melt uste a deep snow
high wind during a storm wti.le bank end sp,,es to sleep. thus
all Oiromals. except the buffalo, rhre roong any telltale trail for

Bablajs Billington has probably turned in,, the best job of
any of the local boys with his
311B !Noting average :Ticino:ling
two --lionteruts and six runs
batted tn. His brother Ted isn't too far behind him for top
honors will his 2-0 pitching
record. Ted has given up . only
six earn runs in 33 innings tor
an earn run average of Ia.
Ray grim firmer Murray
high catcher; has the team top
batting marke with ,571 but
he has only appeared in two
of the teams games.
Other Murray boys who have
played 114 roles in the fh-st
six
games are Danny Roberts I
333i, Nelson Shroat (215),

An•••eti•••3 In
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Refrigerators- Stoves
TV. Sets

BILBREY'S
Phone 886

210 East Main

er

ADAMS SHOE STORE
Phone 106

106 South 5th Street

imodeNimosar'

mAKE BELK a SEME CO. Your HEADQUARTERS FOR
FATHERS DAY GIFTS
DRESS SHIRTS
UNDERWEAR

SPORT SHIRTS
SOCKS

TROUSERS
SUITS

A Complete Line of:

HATS
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SPORT COATS
WORK CLOTHES
SHOES
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FOR TROUBLE-FREE HOURS AFLOAT. . .

FISHING REPORT
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ns in the sixth
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I by Dick Hyde,
game for the
Bacquer's twohe big blow of
victory.
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Hooks
Anglers
AND

Check Your Boat ,Gear , Trailer

Along with the hardware, check be given a br.,1: brushing and
your fire extinguiser to see that put out :into the warm sun fur
It is properly filled and in thorough drying. Mildew often
working order.
rot, and nothing will
Linkage, the lines and cables invites
niildew faster than fresh
connecting the steering wheel dispel'
plenty of sunlight.
with the motor, should be kept air and
receive
and
periodic
lubricated
Check your anchor and anchor
checks. Be on the lookout for line for wear or abrasion and
wear arid ,faul',.y connections. make
is
Line
extra
certain
Steering cable faces a good deal aboard for use as both bow and
of stress during the boating stern painters.
season and a check now may
save many frustrating hoiirs of o- Dents, nicks and gouges in
trying to mate offshore repairs rails and topsides should be
on linkage during the boating filled with plastic wood or marine dough, smoothed down and
season.
Canvas tarps, life preservers, then painted or varnished as
cushions and other gear should required.

rWater Condition: 78 degrees Norman Hammons, 27 stripers,
4 lbs., minnows—night—
/
at surface, 74 degrees at 30 foot, l'4 to 31
bridge piers..
normal pool and dingy.
by JIM HARMON
Golden Pond, Ky.: Ben C.
Remarks: Outlook best yet.
2
1
Striper jumps starting — good Moore, 5 perch and s. bass, /
many small willow flies swarmed to 3 lbs.. minnows. Lois Oakley,
The fishing outlook should be
Saturday nigh:. Night fishing 15 stripers, spinners.
Hopkinsville, Ky.: Cecil Rankin good for this weekend. If there
the east end bridge piers with
good.
gas lanterns and goldfish min- and Ed Tatum, 24 s. bass, 34 to is any change it should be
2 lbs., A.B.U. Henry Gr1gsby, Reports frbm all points of the
/
nows paying off and getting 11
better every night. Trolling 18 carp, total 64 lbs., dough. lake considered and the fishing
skoonplug by day getting better Red and Charles Sallie, 20 has been bad for the past several
condition is
IWI the time for both stripes stripes, A.B U. Reflex. Tommy days. The water
80 deand large mouth. Large mouth Dattilo and Doug Brame, 20 cat, normal ranging around
on poppers, early and late— 2 to 6 lbs., worms. Herbal Rodg- grees and the level is unchanged.
4 lbs.,
/
excellent. Cat fishing with worms ers, 15 stripers, 34 to 11
Night fishing and spoonplug
Shyster. Jim- Major and Ken
and shrimp remains excellent.
trolling by day should be the
minnows.
lb.,
1
stripes,
15
Hayes,
Crappie—deep and caught only
best bet for both striped bass
1.m. bass, 3
by the experts. Blue Gill—excel- Dr. J. H. Young, 2
and largemouth. The use of popHula
,lbs.,
3
to
lent. Fast trolling the Spoonplug stripes, 4 lbs
pers has met with success in
Richard
is a fairly new method of fishing. Popper and spoonplug.
the bid for largemouth. Those
2
/
5 s. bass, N to 11
Suggestion—Get a copy of "Out- Tinsley,
Crappie are deep, deep. The
and Mrs.
board Fishing" from Evinrude. lbs., Doll fly. Mr.
novice ANGLER'S chances of
Lacy, 21
Skhough Evinrude can not say Jack Rutland, Walton
HOOKING the crappie are Pretty
4
3 lbs., gold
so, "Outboard Fishing" is simply stripes, 1 cat, 1 1, to
slim.
fish. Mr. and Mrs. Nelson R.
directions for Spoonplug.
2 to 3 lbs.,
1
Blue Gill catches are comBaited Fishing Dock: Now hot Bennett, 16 cats. /
and Mrs. Nelson paratively good a nd someone
for rough fish and night fishing worms. Mr.
2 lbs., should register a catch now.
/
stripes, top 11
under floods for Stripes now Bennett. 37
gold fish-2 nights—bridge piers. There is no entry at all of Blue
starting.
PAUL GILLIAM
Gill in the Men's division (Class
Kentucky Lake Catches
FISHERMAN'S ONE-STOP At and Mrs. Hugh Massey's lead
Bentonville, Ark.: Ruth Cate,
in the women's division (Class B)
4 1.m. bass,,.34 to 5 lbs., Hell
could be over taken. Mrs. MasDEL MAR WORTH $75,000
bender.
DEL MAR, Calif. (UPI) — sey's catch weighed in a one-half
Dearborn. Mich.: Thomas MitThis is the time of year when complete sanding and painting. knife, a stiff wire brush and
ten, 8 •Iliss, 1 to 11
2 lbs., Track President a n d General pound. .
/
If you're a salt-water skipper, steel wool, phis plenty of elbow
H. D. Walker of Evansville the ntire crew of - a boating
Manager Don Smith announced
Shyster.
family gets impatient to put chances are you washed down grease, will remove any chnstng
St. Louis, Mo.: Dale Bolyard, Monday that the 1958 revral of and Joe Beckham of Russellville
that rig badk on the water again; the craft bore storing last growths on the hull.
16 crappie, up to 2 lbs., minnows_ the Del MOT FtettirttY. Oa be run, took Several large mouth bass
arid it's also the tIffie 16 check -fad. -Sur Jr you- crtdn't, nmes the
Check your hardware Toe corpounds.
'Six
to
up
weighed
that
on
will
gross
6.
a
Sept.
have
John Struber a nd party, 29
your outfit before the boating time to do it. Warm water, a rosion and
a
with
pitting. Excessive
HOOK
his
made
Walker
value of $75.000. The six furstripes, /
2 lbs., minnows.
/
2 to 11
1
good detergent and a soft cloth corrosion or wear will mean that
season gets into full swing.
Terre Haute, Ind.: Rudy Slum- kng race is for tvos-yostr-okla. Hula Popper and Beckham landvsill remove all particles of salt. someof the hardware may need
field and Leon Sackrider, 47 Smith mid that 139 juveriles ed his catch with a Bomber.
How well you. prepared your Dry the washed hull with a
The stripes being taken now
replacing. Movable parts, such
stripes, up to 2 lbs.. gold fish.
have been kept eligible for the
dewill
storage
for winter
chamois to avoid streaking or be treated with a penetrating
in the jumps with spoonplug craft
Evansville, Ind : H. 0. Walker. event.
trolling are weighing around two pend upon how quickly you staining.
as blocks or turnbuckles, should
10—limit. I.m. bass, 1 to 6 lbs.,
pounds. We don't have an entry can get ready for launching in
.[If you didn't clean the bottom oil. Oil will many times loosen
Mula Popper.
on striped bass and remember, the spring, but regardlis of 1 of: your boat last fall, get at it pulleys which seem completely
INVENTS "SMELLVISION"
v'New Washington. Ind.: Herald
fall, a few
PLYMOUTH. England (UPI) you may very well win a big vAset you drd last
ncrw. The blade (.f a putty "frozen" by salt or 'corrosion.
2 lbs.. Hula
/
Jackson, 6 bass, 41
tips frcm the Evinrude Boating
with.just a small.fish.
prize
—Inventor
Rose
an—
William
Popper.
get
you
help
will
Foundation
his
wtih
The Doc still leads
Fort Knox. Ky.: William D. nounced he had invented "smetlounce large your boat ready easily and efPursley. 14 cat. 6 bass, 1 pike, evision." Rose said his "smelly seven pound five
with a Lucky 13. ficiently.
taken
mouth
telly"
device
releases
different
15 stripes, 10 crappie. minnows.
scaling toward Mr.
Ths first thing is to make a
Russellville. Ky.: Joe Beckham, perfumes from a television set It you are
Lucky 13 careful check of the hull. If you
8 1m. bass, 34 to 6 lbs., Bomber. bv means of an electrical impulse Bass don't regard the
by SLIM JIM
too lightly. It invariably gets (find the paint checked or blistCharles Bowles. 6 bass, 11
2 to from the transmitter.
/
into the
name
fisherman's
some
Herndon, C. A. Templeton, 16
ered, sand down the rough areas.
fishing reports from Kentucky It may require only a touch-up
bass. 1 to 2 lbs., Spoonplug.
action, twice as deadly as before.
We are not
week.
every
Lake
6,Madisonville, Ky.: Billy Travis, In June 1944 the U.S. Navy
and there rather than a
It is a floating-diving lure, so
don't here
just
we
it,
sell
to
trying
4 bass. 1 to 3 lbs., Plunker. J. W. captured an enemy warship for
well balanced that the slightest
any bets in
miss
to
you
want
Hatcher, 9 bass. 5 stripers, 1 to the first time in 130 years.
motion of the rod tip or the
us 24 lures to be awarded to a
for
the
bid
the
ones.
big
2 lbs., Bomber. ack Bishop. 7 Having crippled the German sub/
11
barest perceptible current will
entrant.
winning
down
slow
the
felt
have
We
2 to 3 lbs., Luckey 13. Bill marine U-505 and forced it to
1
bass. /
We expect to run a full prize
both in
No. 1110111 start it dancing. A normal speed
Knight and party, 44 S. bass and I surface. American sailors boarded in fishing this week
Swiss
of retrieve will cause it to turn
issues but the
I the enemy ship arrl declared catches reported and the number list in a few
I.m bass. Bomber.
just below the surface and at
14•11dis "TaIreMy Spook"
of people engaging in the summer prizes are still pouring in and
Pee Dee, Ky: William Aldrich, her a prize of war.
a fast retrieve it will go a
(Floating-Deong)
snort. For the first week since we have withheld publication of
depth of 5 or 6 feet. The "TadmammemasIr
the contest began, we don't have the list until it is completed.
new
the
This
"Tadpolly"—new
golly" is especially effective for
,
IFtitch for it!
any new entries.
a faster bass.
Ss-rine ten per cent of the shape and balance gives
Teacher has gone fishing We
don't know if Mr. W B. Moser fishermen catch over 60 per cent
will be playing hookey to go of the fish, statistics show. Meanon Concord Highway
fishing but he has the equipment ing. simply, that this comparative
now to make all his exrseditions. handful of anglers is smarter
SCOTT-ATWATER MOTORS
cheerful ones Mr Moser won than the other 90 per cent. Each
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
the 10 h p Scott-Atwater motor I of them have one thing in cornTACKLE
SOUVENIRS
GAS
and the 14-foot aluminum boat ; mon. they have a method that
OIL • FISHING LICENSE
given away Saturday by the local leers off.
! Be quiet. Whether you are
Jayevs.
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
Mrs. Everett Massey of 221 fishing from a boat or from
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
South Eleventh Street here in the bank, the fish should never
BOATS and MOTORS
Murray continues to reign as know you are around. When
the over-all leader of the Ledger fishing frofri the bank _don't walk
de Times fishing contest. She heavily, and avoid stumbling,
holds both first and second place vibrations carry great distances
In crappie caught on live bait and the fish are always alert.
and fire place and second place Careful in that boat. Don't scrape
In crappie caught on live bait the tackle box, bang the oars,
and first place in Bluegill caught splash the anchor or otherwise
ROUTE 8
on artificial or live bait. Mrs. telegraph your presence to the
Massey has a grand total of 65 fish. Ease up to the ' spot, an
Turn Off Highway
easy and accurate casting distpoints.
94E Near Murray
The Mailman just dropped off ance away_ The only sound the
another box of prizes for the big fish should hear is your lure
contest. Glen L. Evans, Inc. sends dropping on the water.

Cast Your Eye This Way

1

I

ENIX Sporting Goods

THE RAY MYERS SHOW
Beginning this Friday and Saturday
AMATEUR NIGHT EACH FRIDAY
Fun and Prizes! A Watch to the Best Amateur!
TEEN-AGE SHOW EACH SATURDAY
Doors Open at 7:30

JIM'S ROLLER RINK on No. 18th Street

'

IRVIN COBB RESORT,Inc.

Ten Years Ago Today

COTTAGES • SAND BEACH
COMPLETE DOCK
FACILITIES
BOATS — MOTORS
BAITS — GAS — OIL
PICNICING FACILITIES

Ledger & Times File

— FISHING FUN AND NO MOSQUITOS —

RESTAURANT SERVES DELICIOUS FOOD at MODERATE PRICES

Max rhtlFehili was named Commander of the Murray American I.egion Post at a meeting last week for
election of officer% He succeeds Allen Rose who finished
out the term of Wilily Berry.
Buddy Valentine and D. T. Doran left last Wednesday for two weeks vacation in Miami, Lakeland and
other points of interest in Florida.
-.-Robby Garrisork..studant at University of Kentucky,
is -at home for the summer vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Howard had as their weekend
guests Mr. Howard's mother. Mrs. Clyde Howard, and
grandfather. T. M. Hayden of Paducah.
The Murray Woman's Club House was the getting
yesterday afternoon at 1:30 when Mrs. John Ed Scott,
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten. Miss Marilyn Mason and
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr., entertained with a dessert bridge.

HOME

Your family
will favor
our fine food

OF

THE

BIG

FISHING CONTEST
Prizes Galore
ONE STOP

When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food
_ visit -

SUE

And

For...
• Rods • Reels • Poles
• Hooks • Lines • Sinkers

and

CHARLIE'S

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE *
Phone 623-J

4...0111111111

Lunch — Bait — Supplies
Ice — Gas — Oil

• ‘.„
We Direct You To
The Big Ones I!

Morgan's Grocery
_ _
(I,

mile from city limits on Concord Road)

Let me tell you what I saved when I drove a new Plymouth...then bought one!
Just like a lot of other people, I was putting off In”ing a
...even though we sure needed one. Then I found
new car.
out what my Plymouth dealer was offering in the way of
low prices and really big trades.
Mister, when I saw what I saved I knew there was no
use putting off any longer! Got more for my old car than
I believed possible. Whmouth dealers need used cars and
can sell all they get!) Got a terrifically low price on the
new Ph mouth ... and choice of models besides... hardtops, sedans, convertibles, wagons.
And I saved a cool $140 on the ride alone! Plymouth's
top-luxury ride, Torsion-Aire Ride, is standard at no extra

cost, while you have to pay up to $140 for the top ride of
competing "low-price 3" cars.
What's more. I got the car that proved it can save me
gasoline, by uinning the 1958 Mobdgas Economy Run. A
car with Silver Dart Styling that is so far ahead right now
it will still be worth more when I trade. With the kind of
easy handling that makes esery minute of rirising a downright thrill! The stamina to stand up without nagging
adjustments and Itig repairs ... a ear as much better built
as it is better looking!
Any wonder I quit waiting? Take my tip... get your
Plymouth bargain right now.

ILIPanne...,11116.
......m1=••••••11•I

Not77t

Today's best buy...tomorrow's best trade...

••^,

••

11111111111.11111111119
M.

•
•
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'roses and ferns. The cake and
[punch bowl were placed in a
nest of ferns, sweetheart roses
four tiered
The wedding of Miss Beverly brother was Mr. Kenneth Gar-1 and gardenias. The topped
with
was
Jeanne Stout, daughter of Mr. land. Ushers were Dick and wedding cake
and groom.
and Mrs. Carl M. Stout, and Mr. Carl Stout, brothers of the bride. a minature bride
Presiding at the bridal table
Robert Marshall Garland. son of Edward Carroll, and Bill Wyatt.
Miss Barbara Taylor and
were
organist,
Bowker,
John
Mr. and rs. Rual Garland. was
Mrs.
Hahs. Mrs. 'Robert
solemnized Friday evening, June played "One Alone," "I Love Miss LynnMrs.
E. D. Covington,
and
liahs
Baptist
Wedding
of
Memorial
the
Melodies
in
6, at 7:00
Thee," and
bride, assisted
the
of
grandmother
Carolyn
Miss
was
Church.
Music." Soloist
serving.
in
and
"Always"
Officiating at the double ring Wallis. She sang
The couple left after the re"Because." A vocal duet, "Oh
ceremony was T. A Thacker.
ception for a wedding trip in
The bride, given in, marriage Promise Me" was sung by Mr. the Smoky Mountains. For her
,v her father, was lovely in a Roy Albert Weatherly and Miss going away outfit, Mrs. Garland
- over - white satin gown Louise Jones. At the conclustion wore a navy blue silk suit with
featuring a bodice of french of the ceremony, they sang "Thv navy hat and shoes. Her gloves
imported bridal lace with sleeves Lord's Prayer." and handbag were pale yellow.
ending in tiny points at her
For the occasion, the church She wore the white orchid from
gladwhite
dewas
with
skirt
hands. The full
was decorated
her bridal bouquet.
signed from tulle edged with ioli, peonies, and ferns. The scene
The couple will make their
burning
with
lace in front and sweeping into was illuminated
home at Ft. Chaffee, Ark., where
brancha chapel train in the back. The tapers arranged in eight
Mr. Garland is stationed with the
sweetheart neckline was decorat- ed candlelabra. Lighting t h e Army.
ed with seed pearls and fastened candles were Carl Stout, Jr., and
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
in the back with minature cover- Edward Carroll. Pews were Malcolm Sublett, Denver, Colo.;
ed buttons. Her veil of bridal marked with white satin bows. Miss Jeanette Hughes, Paducah;
Mrs. Stout chose for her Messrs Robert Thompson, Howillusion fell from a crown of
seed pearls and was finger tipped. daughter's wedding an antique ard P. Huyck and Bill Baggett
She carried a white bouquet white polished cotton dress de- of Calvert City.
fashioned in a cascade design. signed with a coccon skirt. Her
••••
The orchid was surrounded by accessories were toast and she
The average American home
white roses, lilies of the valley wore an orchid corsage.
The groom's mother was attir- ,today l•as the equivalent of 40
and long ivy streamers.
Serving as maid of honor was ed in a pink lace-over-taffeta Iservents in the electric utilities
Miss Sondra Kyle. She wore a dress with pink accessories. Her ithe homemaker uses, acoostling
tio Don Brown, Michigan State
full length Mint green gown of corsage was an orchid.
Immediately following the'University extension specialpt.
polished contin featuring a bustle
in back. Her pictuze hat of ceremony, a reeeption was held
matching material was tied with in the home off Mr. and. Mrs.
green velvet streame-rs and was Gingles Wallis, O-Olive Street.
a special design by Paramount The bridal table was overlaid
Hat Shop of St-. Louis,Mo. Her -with a pink net cloth and was
bouquet consisted of white carna- centered with a crystal candletions and long streamers of ivy. labra holding four twisted tapers
Acting as best man for his surrounded with pink sweetheart

-1-ilecomes the
Miss Beverly'Jean StOu
Garland
Marshall
Bride of Mr. Robert

SPECIAL BUY!!

FATHER'S DAY
Short Sleeve

TEAC
FOR St.

•

EM PLO
AL

t

o you realiz
bilities to met
r (Ole have a
potenti
ibly you are
or today.

2.59 or 2 $5.00
'BELK-SETTLE CO.

any men e,
business last yt
to $15,000. We
to sell you, but
make mom
'he right me
tl ry 8325 p,

Murray, Kentucky

i

June 15

Annual'Spring

Short sleeves, patterns galore. Plaids, solids, prints.
All sizes. $2.98 value.

Services
Tankage Co. P
dam.a week. C

Fancy, Spiral and Conservative.

cclitt, Mayfield
TU•5-s361.

for Dad!

Wear These!

- First Quality!

2for $3.00

NOW TWO BIG FLOORS OF JUST SHOES
SALE SHOES ON BOTH FLOORS!!
Our new Self-Service Basement Shelves wouldn't hold them all ..Some are
on the floor, but you'll be glad to stoop for these buys!!

BERMUDA
Shorts
Reg. $4.98 Val.

MEN'S

Famous name

Shorts, Briefs or Undershirts

STOCK
DEAD
Radio diapatchc

3 pair 11.00
One size fits all. An ideal gift

ALL SALE SHOES ARE NEW PATTERNS....SOME JUST RECEIVED

Nat,ona
Murray.

4

Dad Will Be
Proud To

C.

6 P.M.
Wednesday

STRETCH SOCKS

SHIRTS

SHOE SALE

11 you are '
have a car, fr
from home PA
l'riday, ready
nce--then see
Mr.

CONSOLIDATED'S SENSATIONAL GIFT VALUES WILL
MAKE HIM EVEN HAPPIER!!
Men's or Boys' Reg. 69c Value
SPORT

FAMILY SHOE STORE

Natio:lally Advertised Brands! -

STUDEN

2.98 & '3.98 VALUES
—NOW ONLY —

.Remeinb

MARSHALL GARLAND

Male Nei'

SPORT SHIRTS

l

MRS. ROBERT

WEDNESDAY

All kinds of cc'
first class fini
walks, etc. Hon.
puny, 108 Sol
Phone 1303.

Men's Reg. $1.49 Val.

Handkerchiefs
Initialed - Boxed
Fine Linen

brands, many ,
colors to choose
from. Sizes 28

MEN

WOMEN

BOYS

3for $1.00

GIRLS

Tapered & Pointed Toe
Black & White Oxford
Black & White Loafer
Brown & White Oxford
B rown Ventilated

Hi Heel White Pump

Tri-tone Blk. & White

Med. Heel White Pump

Tr -tone Bro. & White

Hi Heel Dress Sandals

Black Mesh

A large selectioa of

Blk. Shantung Trim

Brown Mesh
Black Ventilated
Sandals - Work Oxfords
Canvas Shoes

And Make Him Happy by Looking Nice Yourself

White Swivel Straps

less Wedges in White

Black & Brown Ties

& Beige Smooth Leath-

Black & Brown Loafers

er and Puncherd Pig

Boy's Moc

Leather

Sandals

Flats in a Large Assort-

White Dress
White Strapless

Dress, Casual & Bacic: 'Bra. Shantung Trim

Black Mesh

Shirts and briefs of knitted Tombed cotton. Shorts
are sanforized and vat dyed.

SALE OF

White Sandals
Beige Sandals

LADIES DRESES

Patent Dress
Soft & Hard Sole Moc

to 42.

$188
ME;N'S

DRESS
SHOES

3 to a Box

69c
•

ments pf Colors

Reg. '8.98 & '10.98 Values

•

We can't begin to describe all the buys you'll find in this sale .... so
come early and bring the family - all shoes are marked with price and
size on each box.
No Refund

FAMILY SHOE STORE
MAKE

a

NOW ONLY

2 lip
$6
Q.98

$6.95
CONSOLIDATED STORE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FOR
TERS
QUAR
HEAD
Your
CO.
BELK - SEME
FATHERS DAY pEILT;s

A Complete Line of:

SPORT SHIRTS
SOCKS

TROUSERS
SUITS
TIES

HATS

.
a.
.,••••••••m••••••••••••••,•14.1...11.1.•••••••••••••••
liZ•14.••••••..01••
-

•
•

SPORT COATS
WORK CLOTHES

UNDERWEAR

SHOES

••••••to
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A Large Assortment of Styles To Choose From

No Exchange

the harm
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the *ream
bacon wit

A Nice Gift For
Any Dad!

Vickie Vaughn & Toni Todd

Canvas Slip-On

Canvas Oxfords

\SU'

un a pap
sod eggs

Black or Brown
Sizes 6 to 12

by

Canvas Oxfords
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

ASON LS

the week and will join Mrs.
Harney here for the remainder
of their vacation
So"

Mrs. Phil Harney, Dallas, Tex.,
is spending two weeks visiting
her parents, Mr, and Mrs. Noel
Melugin, Olive Street. Mr. Harney will return from a business
trip in the South at the end of

circle'

Of the
Read Our Classifieds
, The Wesleyan
Wednesday, June 11
w i 11
Ph& -Business Guild of the I First Methodist Church
First Cliristian Church will meet meet at the city park at 6:30 in
Mrs. Kirk Pool. Per.
in the home
The Grace Wyatt Circle of the
Co-botatess v.all be Mrs. Robert
d ads are payable In advanos.
06111111111flo
days.
Ore
lime
SOo
Presbyterian Church will
were
par
for
Is
College
words
17
Holland.
of
minimum
day.
ono
for
word
par
no
• •• •
meet m the home of Mow. D. F. Members please notice change in
McConnell, Olive Street, at 9:30 the meeting place.
••••
The Arts and Crafts Club will in the morning.
Rebuilt Llt, new. timer for oven and appliance
Mattresses
with Mary Shipley in the
•• • •
meet
back,
on
lite
nce
outlet.
Floresce
Co.,
Mfg.
West Ky. Mattress
Circle Two, WSCS of the First
home of Mrs. Vernon Stubble1105 Pogue
Male Help Wanted
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen- Sacrifice for $150.0M
Thursday, Juno 12
at
on
Poplar
West
Sr.
field,
12-P
June
776-J.
Phone
Ave.
t Church will meet at
Methodis
tative Tabere Upholstery Shop,
The WMS of the Flint Bapeleven o'clock in the morning
Johnny Rose singled horn e two-thirty o'clock.
'rFC
p.m.
7:00
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
at
meet
will
•
•
•
•
Church
tist
TOMATO & pepper plants, home
a' the church social hall for a
SOS*
Steve Andrews in the bottom of
The Business Guild of the First
STUDENTS and
pot luck luncheon.
Ten aluminum storm windows, grown. J. R. Melugin, 402 North the sixth inning last night to
Woodman
Forest
Supreme
The
meet in the
TFC
self storing, and one door $199 7th St.
give the Yanks a 7-6 victory Christian Church will
the
in
7:30
at
meet
will
in the even- Circle
TEACHERS
installed. Home Comfort Comover the Reds and to clinch at church parlor at 7:30
MV111111111111111N/M
evening at the Woman's Club
pany, 108 South 12th. street. NICE Restaurant doing good least a tie for the first half ing. Guest speakers w ill be
FOR SUMMER
\All /7 „
Rouse.
Marand
-foot
Bus
Mary
Misses
June 14-C business. Has a 60 seating capa- championship In the Little
Phone 1303.
• • ••
EMPLOYMENT
be
will
Hostesses
Hicher.
garette
I
R 1V( -1 N' THEATRE
city. Well located. All new stain- League.
The south Murray HomemakMesdames Kirk Pool and Robert
less steele kitchen, well equipped
ALSO
meet at 1:30 at the home
night
ME
6:30 - START DUSK
of
the
ers
OPEN
game
first
the
In
Holland.
throughout. All fixtures are in
• •• •
of Dr. Sarah Hargis, 302 South
Red Howe pitched the Cubs to
: you realize t h a t your
i
l
good condition. Fully air-condiTONITE 8c THURS.
12th Street.
win over the Cards.
•
bUtoday.ties to meet and talk to
16' Century Boat, 25 H.P. Johnson tioned. Reasonably priced. Phone a 4-0
The West Hazel Homemakers
• • ••
After the Reds had run out
...Wie have a large Income
Motor, trailer and cover. Rob 48 or 1447. Hoyt Roberts Realty,
* 1st Run Murray *
i
the Club will meet at 1:00 in the
The Foundational Class of the
June 11-C to a third inning 6-1 lead,
a ng potential which posltrni
Ray, 210 N. 8th, Phone 2268.
500 Main.
•
Yanks countered with two runs afternoon in the borne of Mrs. First Baptist Church will meet
June 12-P
'bly you are not being paid
"One Of The Year's
in the last of the third, three Bob Moore,
at 7:30 in the evening in the
or
in the fifth and the big blow in
NOTICE
10 Best!"
Ladies ready to wear shop. Ideal
home cut Mrs. Gus Robertson,
the sixth.
any men earned, in our setup for -.some one wanting a
and struck out nine men in the Jr.
-Saturday Review
Roy* was the hitting hero with Cub victory. Norman Hale slambusiness last year, from $5,000 'nice clean business ready to go.
Time Magazine
THURSDAY Afternoons we are
two singles in med his third home run of the
to $15,000. We have nothing
This shop has two nice well opera! Ma a grata t.me to shop two doubles' and
June 13
Friday,
Warren year to give him top honors in
to sell you, but the opportunity
light..d fitting rooms with large :A Stark's Hardware, 12th and four times at -bat. Joe
The North Murray Homemakaided the 'ranks cause with a that department. Steve Titsworth
to make money is awaiting
mirrors, nice lavatory modern
TFC
ers Club will most at 1:30 in the
double and a single.
the right men - Starting fixtures, low overhead, heat and Poplar.
also had a 4-bagger.
afternoon in the home cf Mrs.
Once again Sherril Massey was
sa iiiry $325 per month plus
water furnished. This business is
Colson had Bailey Riggins.
and
Miller
Terry
Gas
singles.
two
with
Natural
star
your
Reds'
the
notify
PLEASE
bogus.
••••
located in down town Murray.
- starring Howe gave up only three hits two hits for the winners.
System, Phone 366, if you wish
Reason for selling ill health.
Saturday, June 14
If you are between 21-45,
DOUGLAS
KIRK
/our
on
run
line
service
a
gas
Galloway Insurance and
The Young Women's Class of
have a car, free to be away
property this spring or summer.
Answer to yesterday's orate
Agency
Estate
Real
Y
FRIDA -SATURDAY
al from home Monday through
th_t First Baptist Church and
CROSSWORD_ PUZZLE
Home 151-M - If you have already signed for
Phone 1062
Jones
C.
E.
Mrs.
Friday. ready to begin at
teacher
run,
been
not
has
which
June 12,-C a line
7-Hurried.n
c) ACTION HITS
ACROSS
WA-al WU =MU
once-then see
have a breakfast at the Collegiate
and you plan to use gas now or
GIO10140 6001110D
9-1 I. ercre,re
o'clock.
metal
eight
at
Both in Color hi
Li
nt
1.-NatIve
Restaura
you
season,
during the coming
•
E.12_0000121 dOEIV
• •1., •
4-Bone
Mr. C. Tonics
Used GE Electric stove. Good should notify your gas company.
12-Hypothetical
MUD OS
MUN
6-iron
125,
force
condition. Cheap price. House
II-CM/Unit
MU23M910
June 11-C
14-Experlencs
6 P.M. to 9 P.M.
*slyly
Monday, June 18,
June 12-P
AND 7J011.2 SU
Orchard Heights.
Uang
17-Burden
1.1-Staw
Wednesday, June 11th
like
Circle Four of the WSCS of the
to-Cries
MO OW W011i INA
15-Conja netion
cow
OM
National Hotel
'
SUM
Pillars
meet
will
14-Term of
Church
First Methodist
MO MOM
23-Chaldean
end,arment
New DeLaval milkers,.single unit. SPENCER Foundation and Bra
UMUOM9U
Murray, Kentucky
city
of Mrs. Wilbur Wayhome
in
the
1B-Par.•ht
Parrish,
Max
At
Price reasonable.
OUCia ii
designed indi‘idually for you.
!I -Cooled la Ya
COMING SOON!
June Ii (collcm
man, Beale Street, at seven-thirty
ts
2.;-1
14-Print.r'•
Mgogs
2 miles North of Penny.
special introductory price. Limit27 Rip
evening.
the
in
measure
AP
LIIIVENK
lit RUN MURRAY! *
*
12-P
June
Si'-lwrommys
ed time only. Mrs. Nix Harris,
••• •
21-Diving bird
OM WU OCKA
12- rapires
•
22-Totals
Farris Ave., Murray, Ky.,
1307
henwate
3.;- Ea ri
Tuesday, June 17
24-Ox of
Super 66 P.T.O. New Holland Phone 231-M.
"WITNESS FOR THE
June 13-P
37-headgear
Celebes
Services Offered
The First Baptist WMU Gen58-Touchdown
Hay Baler, used 2 seasons. A-I
(ii )
41-Conjunction
16-Agreement
(abbr.)
11- Distance
PROSECUTION"
VI-Soak
411-Wia,- too ted
eral meeting will be held at 2:30
condition. J. B. Stewart, Paris,
runmr
60-Peer (lynt's
birds
29-Make
the evening for a pot luck sup- 'It
24-1'r • r..d
mother
romoved trite. Tenn., Route 2, Phone 1497-J-1. LET US estimate your next
STOCK
DEAD
amends
61-Box
SI -Salton!
June 12-P
21-Act
, 12-Hebrew
in the afternoon at the church.
63- WIre of
Radio dIspatchod trucks. Duncan
(rolloq.)
paint job. First quality paint
letter
13-Note of scale
0.1.,1ot
43-44411111
Walk
at Behold'
$4No
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
body
ed.
guarante
Boi
work
All
57used.
/shbe
chicken
44-naint
6 Room house, stables,
VS- Litman Line
.a week. Call long distance
dad
Painters. Phone 613-J. Ted
keteit
house, good well ot water on
te of scale
Prevent
15-No
t, Mayfield 433, Union City
Eradicate
col
Jul-y12C
Mgr.
porch, 18 acres of land. North Clack.
40- Narrow
N15C
TU-5-e361.
opening
FA
Hwy near Almo Heights. If
42-fiery"
11
Interested come to Beale Hotel,
ill
45-Van's name
pump and
47- Male itoor
All kinds of cement work done, room 103 or write Box 334, PLUMBING REPAIR,
49- Barra,•oda
June 12-C water heater sales and service.
11
'
64.- Priest k on
12
first class finisher. Driveways, Murray.
Let Lts help pery
13- Wood s 1,1501 610 ill:S21
69 day
23II
541&
walks, etc. Home Comfort Com- 40 inch Crosley Electric Range, Call Elroy Sy_kea, phone
5I-A etynt went
Those bills post duoMa28
12C
July
•
•
top,
III
,
divided
•fsta.r
26
condition
acelleni
or
night.
VAN
street,
12th
e
t
24
pany, 108 South
n or'S
55Destructive Termite
Get monex cptickly
The
c
Automati
cooker,
ell
w
deep
14-C
June
Phone 1303.
riles cure
79
And confidential too.
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Se-gift
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Rose Gives Yanks
Win in Little League

"KENTUCKY

r

rex
FORECAST"

FOR SALE

WNBS

ATHS OF
GLORY"

Thurs. 5:45 p.m.

le 15

0

brought toyouby

"To Hell & Back"
-of the Sky'

alue

:S

1.00

MINN 4 Ali 7 INF Al
IF
NO

ohderValive.

ri

ideal gift

$1.49 Val.

EFOR RENT

•

hiefs

506 W. Main St.
HOME-OWNED

"YOUR

Telephone 130
CO."

LOAN

..

rwo furnished auar:ments. Also
cool sleeping rooms. Phone 1057W or see at 203 Woodlawn.
June 11C

RI - Mel'4
VI- Mos M.,
r.f hat
SG- Main'
nickname
47-Poem

il
so

DOWN
Saxon tram.,

2-P..1

indignant at
3-Latin

POTh
IAT
A/L
AO4
tU*,
C was.= Morro.

C.• , tse

p•r•••
Dwiritssed st, guy Plowisw

c- NiTalit 14
/ my hands in Lois

Ionl"aNWpapers kitchen
,iA

and
the

a Box

towel, bound bacon
Eggs, and started coAing
bacon over a slow fire. 1

cracked halt • dozen eggs into •
bowl, tilted the frying pan so
the grease would drain out kit the

Gift For
Dad!

bacon without bubbling, found •
tin can In the trash bag, arid

• poured

9c

off the surplus bacon
grease Into the can.
I got the bacon pretty well
cool,ed, brought down three or
four paper towels, folded them
an there was a ridge in the cen•
over
ter, and scraped the baron
this ridge so the grease
drain off.

would

I put a little cream In with the

•

eggs, beat them

up. dumped them

in the frying pan and started
scrambling them.
They were just beginning to
thicken, when

the door

opened

jug!,Lots Matiow came to stand
'by my shoulder.
"How're you doing, Donald?"
she risked.
"Okay, If you like 'ern scrambled."
"I like 'em scrambled."
"A little paprika?"
"A little paprika."
"Just a faint touch of Worces•

)ose From

terehire sauce?"
"Never tried it"

"You're trying it now," I told

47
4°
aiittg 52

I7 48.1$.0.
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-Licensed
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KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

ii

maIIIILIINE
tr

y Cli010 r,assr. coo,oe,

by Raebure Van Buren

do get wound," she

"Were you"
"That depends."
She took a deep breeth "I
"What gave George this corn thought I was"
plea of his"
"What happened?"
"It I told you, you'd know,
"George changed"
wouldn't you?"
"All right, what made him
"Uh-huh"
She watched the eggs twine change'"
She studied me "Go on." I .81ii,
th!ckened, then dumped on a platShe law me pick up the 'tell me what made him change
ter
She regarded me thmightfelly.
Paper containing the bacon, upend it Into the frying pan lOnS then said "He murdered his
enough to reheat it. and then slip grandfather"
- I had a hea of a 'tale trying to
it onto the platter.
fare
She said. "If I'd tell you. it keep exprresion out of my
"I knew it would jar you.- she
would knock you right off the
said.
Christmas tree."
I said, "Let one get this
"It's hard to knock me out of
is his
Christmas trees," T told her straight Caroline Dutton
cousin
"What ebout toast?"
"That's rights"
"I'd like some"
"And she and George both In"There's an electrte toaster
from the grandthere," I said. "That's your job." herited money
father?"
of
out
bread
got
She laughed,
"A trust fund Under the terms
the breadhox, dropped a couple of of thegrust. George got twice as

slices In

the toaster, turned on
much
the toaster, watched m;tesecuta"But they both benefited by
tively
grandfat Ars death?"
I waited until the toast was
"That's right."
finished and she'd buttered It.

-11-1 s

BOOK IS SO
THRILLING

IT'S ALL ABOUT
UNDERWORLD
CHARACTERS

LOOKS

LIKE

I
•)•*• th•••.•••••••

Ernie Bushmiller

ABBIE au' SLATS
YOU MEAN (CHOKE)
YOU'D TAKE THIS
ROCK TO PROTECT
SLATS? YES --I GUESS YOU
WOULD, BECKY-NT-Li, SOMEBODY
OUGHT ID TOSS
THIS BOULDER,
AT ME--

the

"And you think he was murthe hot dered 7"
"Yes"
bacon on the little kitchenette
'What about Caroline? Does
table.
know about It?"
she
We sat down. She poured two
"Would she keep quiet if she

containing

Then I put the platter
eggs surrounded by

the

I took enough of the eggs to
taste them, nibbled at the toast
She said. "You don't act too
hungry "
"My second or third breakfast.
I've forgotten which"
"1 knew you were the wormcatching type."
She drank the coffee, tried the

I'D LOVE TO
SEE WHAT THE
UNDERWORLD

,••

money as Caroline

cups of coffee.

& Insured-

NANCY

LET THEM BE, DEBBIE - YOU
AND I- WE HAVEN'T GOT A
PRAYER WITH THESE TWO-THEY'RE 110TH OUT OF
OUR LEAGUE

--FOR THINKING I COULD
MAKE ANY TIME WITH A
GIRL WHO LOVES A
GUY THE WAY
CKY LOVES
YOU, SLATS-

did?"

I was jarred more than I'd ex-

hastily, "She's the

pected. I said
that- That

type

is," I emended,
she's the type you described,
"if
she asked.
she-"
"Uh-huh. Salt. Okay. Just 8
Lois Marlow said, "rn be
very, very small dash of pepper
dirty name!"
flavor
beealtee I want the paprika
"Waist's the matter?" I asked.
to come in."
"Donald, you little devil, I'll
took another
them,
shire?"
tasted
Worcester
eggs,
"And the
you did It!"
a piece of bet
tried
eggs,
of
shire."
forkful
Worcester
"And the
"What are you talking about?"
"Hang it, Donald
said
cold."
and
bacon,
getting
baron's
"Your
knowin g that I had Made
woman a won- I sulked,
mistake.
"As soon as I put the eggs on You'd make some
big
my
In derful husband,"
"Caroline and Horace dropped
the plate, I put the bacon back
"I'm afraid I wouldn't." I said.
It a pass
the frying pan. give
Ulat night," she said 'They
wife
the
pull
rd
long
tough.
"I'd get
over the, hot burner just
were drunk as, hoot owls. They
spanking,
a
her
give
it
bed,
put
of
out
enough to Warm it up, and
were terribly excited over their
and tell her to get burly La, the good fortune. Horace had sold a
back on the table."
••
shaved."
1
while
Donald."
kitchen
married,
"You must be
painting to a man who was a
"No, you wouldn't," she said. connoisseur of art, and- Damn
"No."
nice to
awfully
was
girl
take
a
"If
you
happen
it
"How does
It! Donald, you were the guy!"
you, you'd be nice to her."
such an interest ni cooking?"
"What guy?"
y?"
"Perhaps."
"Is that a sign of matrimon
"The guy who bought the paintShe was silent for a moment, ing! Don't stall. There's some"Breakfast cooking is. After
his sizing me up "I'll bet you would
thing about the expression on
via gets married, he Ands out
the be a square shooter, Donald."
your face, something about the
wife wants her beauty aleep.in
me?"
try
to
"Want
a
has
stopped when you startmorning. Also he finds she
do way you
Where
It.
of
thinktne
"I'm
she
If
hy
headache and gets grouc
ed talking about Caroline! You
•
begin?"
nuts
we
That
coffee.
didn't want me to know that
doesn't have her
once
"You might tell me Lt you iik.ere you'd met her."
hubby in the kitchen, and
you
might RR in love with George when
he's there he finds he
and get married him," I sugg ested.
well get the bacon going
"'Up here we don't like priThe coffee cup was halfway to
pan."
frying
the
in
r3ea that get In our way,"
the eggs
vate
cup
The
It.
lowered
She
her lips
"Makes it nice, doesn't it?"
Is warned. Continue the
Donald
She
saucer.
the
against
rattled
"Uh-huh."
tomorrow,
hart
Stolz_
ma.
at
looked
_
"Yet you don't think...you'd like

her.
"Salt, pepper?"

g

Wag,

to teach George to cook?"

dried them
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LIL' ABNER
(LEC1G0..) I ',AV SURVIVE MANN
TREEPS UP THE
YO'
AMAZON!!-TAKE
INHOOMIN
ADVICE!!- LET
MONSTER!!
HE-EM-EAT YCD4LI EEN

GOOD HEALTH!!

TIAAR'S QUITE.
TI-1 EN,MANIBE
A CHUNK
PE WONT EAT
509!!- ME LOST
M.-ME!!- AN,
ALREADY!!
REMEMBAIREWEETHOUT ME,
.:•1_0t) ARE LOST!!
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Yote
Murray Lumber Co. Inc. (continued
Phone 262
St. A SQUARE DEAL"
104 "EVERY
East MapleFOOT
A
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STARTING

FRIDAY!

I Academy Award Winner!
I

(Best Supporting Actor - RED BUTTONS)
JPAARLOPI BRANDO
JAPANESE STAR.
AND AN EXQU1SrTE NEW
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Pants
Work
Twill
1311)11E13

ADMISSION - Adults 74e - Children 50e
2 SHOWS DAILY AT 2:00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
IIMIMPF
give D A D

Heavy boat sail waist bands and poc-

LONG ON WEAR and VALUE

For
work
on
your
your
job..
.
priced
for
pric
RIGHT
pocketbook, seeextraoourSTURDY.
complete selection SHIRTS
...everything

(and the whole family)

WORK PANTS
$300

SHIRTS $249 WORK
CHAMBRAY
SHIRTS

BLUE

Fruit-of-the-Loom
Double yoke, triple
stitched, sanforized.
Men's sizes 14 to 17

Twill, well made, full cut, sanforized, bar tacked
at points of strair?. Khaki.pr grey in sizes 28 to 42.
PAIR
$2.69

non-wilt $4.00 up Sport Shirts $4.00 up
- FREE GIFT WRAPPING -

WHIP soft collar; HITT

GRAHAM & JACKSON
CLOTHING STORE

414 Main

Phone. 31-8

$5

.00

MEN'S HELMET TYPE

Striped color, sanforized, fullcut, plenty roomy pockets. Sizes
30 to 46.

LEVI JEANS

All leather uppers, putty
cork soles will not mark
floors. Built-in steel arch
up port.

MEN'S WHITE DENIM

Sizes
27 to 30

OVERALLS
in
forized, full-cut. 30 to 46

$2"
11

MEN'S POINTER BRAND

DUNGAREES

WORK
SHOES
Double toned uppers,
cork sole, size 6 to 1

$798

10-oz. blue denim, sanforized,
full-cut, main seams triple
stitched. Sizes 28 to 46

MEN'S
Railroad Work

SOCKS

Long or

Snort To ps
White or Random Color

390
3pr. sloo
OR

COVERALLS
Denim or herringbone twill sanforized and full cut. Two-way
r. Shorts, med., long. 34
to 44.

$495
White

Hark

Denim

ranuler Jeans

Small - Med. and Large
Men's Jack Rabbit

OVERALLS
10-oz. denim, sanforized, bar tacked
and triple stitched at points of strain.
Sizes 30 to 46.

$2.79
Extra Sizes Slightly Higher

Men's Duck Head

OVERALLS

$4.95

'3.49
DENIM
'3.95

OVERALLS

Western Style, Sanforized.
Sizes 27 to 38

Sanforized, full-cut to fit and wear

$2"

well.

Sizes 30 to 49

Men's Pointed Brand
STRIPED
Overalls
Sanforized, full cut for

BELK - SETTLE Co
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

-14

•

$1.98

10-oz. denim, triple guard seams.
Sanforized and .factory tested. Fit
better, wear longer. Hi or lo backs.
Sizes 30 to 46.

•

•

WORK GLOVES

Striped, double nail apron.
Front of legs are double.
Triple stitched and bar tacked at points of strain. Sizes 30
to 46.

OSH KOSH 10-0Z.

4

•

Men's Horsehide

$375

•
•

CAPS
69c

28Sizesto 42 $269
DUCK HEAD CARPENTER
OVERALLS

MEN'S POINTER BRAND

13 ,,-07,

Men's Light Summer Weight

TO S1.00

Made up like dress pants with
heavy sail pockets and waist
bands. Sanforized.

One gets t
Orries that ti
ears oid,
one of
pony emptier!

our

The pony ex
57 and he ee
His

osreerrcontos
doctors
tittion

$1.98

31Sizesto 36 $385
MEN'S BLUE DENIM
WORK PANTS

Painters and paper hangers san
Sizes
•

Watching the
express whicl
ing of the ,

Hats
Summer
Air Cooled - Adj. Size

131 i-oz. white back denim.
Bar tacked or riveted at all
points of strain.

$349

Top

To Match Pants Above

CHAMBRAY WORK SHIRTS

FULL CUT
Thing
LIGHT
WEIGHT $1•00
ForJustHotTheWeather
MEN'S IRREGULAR
MEN' IRREGULAR
BOXER
UNDERSHIRTS
VEST TYPE
SHORTS
Reinforced
Necks
59 or 2pr. $1
Men's Osh Kosh Carpenter 39c or 3for $1

Seen
lAroun

2 button-down flap pockets, fullcut, sanforized, bar-tacked at points
of strain. Sizes 14 to 17. Short, med.,
long sleeves.

$495 or 2for $9"

WORK
SHOES

MEN'S
Lace To The Toe

delighted

$900

MEN'S

$198

as Dad when you give-him,these handsome
be
.shirts'"-- for Arrow "Iron Cheaters" make ironing a thing of the past.
They drip-dry looking fresh, smooth, and smart. Flawlessly fashioned
of fine "SanforfZed" cotton that keep-4 its brand-new appearance,
wearing after wearing ... washing after ww,hing!

2 PAIR

MEN"S WESTERN

$398

N% ill

PAIR

JustRiteWorkPants SHIRTS

OVERALLS

Sizes 6

Mof!r

ized for comfort. Sizes 28 to 42.

MEN'S

SLIPPERS
to

CHEATERS"

0$ 498

PANTS

Nice finish, full-cut and sanfor-

Two button-down pockets, sanforized and
full-cut. 14s to 18s, long, med., short
sleeves

MEN'S
Thick Sole - Canvas

"IRON

Suit was fi
lawyers re
regory cont'
Logan Cou
wo precincts
y.
Gregory ear
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alloway and
he suit was
e recoun o
ree counties
Gregory pi
In the recoun
shall County
ay.--ThrtiOn

MEN'S TYPE ONE ARMY TWILL

TO MATCH ABOVE PANTS

$898

wash ...
...drip dry
... wear!

uit G
ountl

Ivy League Pants
$495

to choose from. Sizes 27 to 36.

Sixes 6ii to 12
B, C, D and E widths

Dress & Sport
SHIRTS

Local 1

United P:

MEN'S

Sizes 28 to 50

$1.98

iCK)', COTTON

r

2.95

ABOVE

by LEVI. Twill or cords, 5 colors

2

ARROW

MATCH PANTS
DESCRIBED

Heavy No. 4 Twill, sanforized,
heavy boat sail pockets and
waist bands. Grey and Khaki.

Double youke, well made,
pockets.
sanforized.
Light weight.
Size, 11 to 17

ri

TO

Local

Two button-down flap pockets. SizlEs 14 to 17
with long, med., or short sleeves.

MEN'S HAYSE

WORK
SHIRTS

OM

to 42 in green or grey.

clothes that are RIGHT
and

$1.39
MEN'S TWILL

a gift to please'

First ..

395

kets, sanforized and full-cut. Sizes 30

in•s•- cored

- _ waketTalt-ettn-C4T-1-76414-11-44P-WASHINGTON (UP!, -- ip
Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.) says
actress Olivia de Havi$,and has
requested special congressional
legislation to save her US_ citizenship. The 'star, Who has lived i
Paris since 1955. would lose
her citizenship in two ye.: 7
under present law. Walter na.
Introduced a bill which would
exempt Miss de Havilland from ,
. a, provision of the McCarranI Walter Immigration Act that reiokes the citizenship of natural'wed Americans who live abroad
!c'ntinuously for more than five

11, 1958

MEN'S FRUIT OF THE LOOM

YOUR BEST BUYS IN

from Front Page'
of the Marshall County rect
Commission reported the:. so.
nothing out of order.
.. W. J. Bryan, Jr., 5:_:ri.hal
County Clerk told the court tha'
counting'
placed
:he Marshall ballots were
in his vault after the
,•rt May 27. He said that fi•rmeri
Judke_Lr....aard_Janes
Marshalll
han about mid• gh' .41,I na suggested he put a l
guard tt the ballots. Jonihim tha. he would also
he testified.
. at
.
The guard procured . by Bryan
V. as Jailer Edwards. The giaard,
!sent by Judge Jones wits Ilarner l
- not
i Gregory. Bryan said.
known whether Grevry is any
relation to the defeated candidate,
Noble Gregory or not.
Bryan said that the two recit
staved in the outer office the .
first night, then the second night
Gregory stayed in the off:ce with,
he ballots by himself. He testified that the keys to. the bog
flaps were in an unlocked drawn*
in the vault with the boxes.
Bryan also testified 'ha: defeated candidate John Pasco and
William Nall, his brother-in-law,
were both in the Circuit Court .
Clerk's office when he delivered
the ballots from" his vault to
' he circuit clerk's vault.

111

I

WEDNESDAY - JUNE

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAGE

comfort. Sizes 30 to 46.

$298
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